















































































































































"I've found that rather than having	people try to argue with me
that my	gender is invalid, they tend to just	pretend that I never





“I came out as genderfluid and posted my pronouns. My boyfriends
parents	absolutely saw, so they knew for sure. But after that they
went above and beyond from just	ignoring my identity and instead
making sure to insert gendered words all the time ("this is a	BOY




















































“To put it short I want to look like a	female and	
dress like a guy or more	androgynous.	”
























































“It doesn't take much for an AMAB	person to be	visually gender-nonconforming, put on a skirt or
makeup and BAM you stand	out. An AFAB person on the other hand can sometimes get a buzz cut























"For me, that I am afab female outside both	
genetically and presentation, even when in total	
mental guy mode, makes me nonbinary. I don't	
care that they don't match.
There are no rules for	nonbinary.	"
“I definitely feel that sort of pressure of	
like "I need to be nonbinary enough". I think it's	
because our society focuses a lot on
appearance	and also because nonbinary
genders are only	marginally and inconsistently
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